Super resolution: another computational role of short-range horizontal connection in the primary visual cortex.
Recent physiological data related to the primary visual cortex (V1) have shown various contextual effects in the non-classical receptive field (nCRF). Contextual modulation, size tuning and altered sensitivity of orientation are typical examples of such contextual effects in the nCRF. These phenomena in the nCRF have been thought to be caused by short-range horizontal connection (SHC). However, SHC does not necessarily contribute only to these phenomena. These phenomena might be merely secondary phenomena by the fundamental role of SHC. In this paper, we specifically address the overcomplete properties in V1. Then the fundamental role of SHC is examined from image-processing points of view. Super resolution is proposed as a strong candidate for the fundamental role of SHC. Super resolution is an engineering method that obtains a high-resolution image from a low-resolution image(s). The distribution of SHC is deductively derived by adopting a reverse diffusion technique, which is one of various available super-resolution techniques. The spatial distribution of our proposed SHC is isotropic on the orientation map. This characteristic is consistent with physiological data. In addition to that, contextual modulation, size tuning and altered sensitivity of orientation in numerical experiments using our proposed SHC can be reproduced qualitatively. These results indicate that these phenomena are secondary phenomena by super-resolution processing.